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MKSSS'S Dr B N College of Architecture
Induction day for Academic year 2018-19

Induction day is where the students get the first feel of the college, which will be their home for the
coming years. It is in the hands of the team managing the induction day to generate a certain picture
of the college in the minds of the new students on this day.
Keeping this in mind, the students entering the First Year of Architecture witnessed an
Induction day that spoke of the moral values of the Esteemed institute, which is the Maharshri Karve
Stri Shikshan Samstha. This was done by showing the documentary named "Adhaar Wad", which
speaks of how and why the Institute was formed by the great Maharshri Dhondo Keshav Karve.
Knowing the value of the land and Institute one belongs to, imbibes a feeling of belonging , which is
the first step towards acceptance and freedom in thought. The documentary worked effectively on
this context.
After this initial ritual of seeing the Documentary, Dr Shubhada Kamplapurkar, the Academic Coordinator of BNCA addressed the students with a presentation on the code of conduct that the
students are expected to follow through their entire course of Five years. She later also explained
the importance of exams and how the grading systems functio, to give clarity related to marking
systems for the parents present during the program. The presentation also enlisted certain
University Rules and regulations that need to be followed by the students through their Academic
course.
Dr Anurag Kashyap, the Principal of BNCA addressed the students next on a interactive
platform where he welcomed the students to the college by showing them a few glimpses through
images of what their life was going to be as students of this College. He mentioned the importance
of attendance in college since the method of teaching for this professional field is more prominently
an interactive one. He also addressed the parents by discussing how the course of Architecture is
different from any other professional course. The principal further moved on to discuss how the
college is actively involved in generating a global outlook in the students through different tie ups
with foreign universities and how this affects the approach of the student towards their capacity to
design. Dr Kashyap explained all the facilities and resources provided by the college to their students
and warmly welcomed them to the BNCA Family.
The Induction day was concluded by announcements of the information Kits provided to the
students by the college as a part of the program which consisted of the lists of person in charge of
various departments and their phone numbers. It also consisted of a list of their own faculty for their
respective classes and a list of stationary items (drafting material and instruments) required for the
students.

Dr Anurag Kashyap, Principal,BNCA addressing students and parents during the Induction program.

The audience during the Induction program and Dr Shubhada Kamlapurkar, Academic
coordinator,BNCA

The Induction Program organising Faculty team, BNCA

Orientation Day 1
Life Skills workshop (Ar Pournima Barhate)

Life Skills workshop
The orientation day for the Academic year 2018-19 began with a life skills workshop conducted
by Ar Pournima Barhate. Ar Pournima Barhate is a internationally Certified Yoga teacher from the
Sivananda Ashram at Trivandrum. She is also an internationally Certified Heal Your Life Workshop
Teacher and conducts transformational workshops. The objective of this day long workshop was to
allow students to open up to themselves first. The discovery of the SELF through meditation and
introspection enables a connect within oneself which is stronger than any bond. The workshop
helped students to understand the importance of staying confident, learn how to generate positivity
in life and know ones strengths. Knowing or identification of something is the first step towards
development and this beautiful workshop designed by Pournima took the students through
meditation techniques with various musical interpretations which allowed them to relax as well as
focus on positivity for their very first day of their Academic year.
The life skills workshop was concluded by a very productive activity where students were to
write letters to their future selves, one year from that day. These sealed letters were collected by
the teachers and will be opened on the last day of the Academic year.

The Life skills workshop being conducted by Ar Pournima Barhate . The Letters written by students

Different meditation techniques practiced by students during workshop. Ongoing discussions

Orientation Day 2
Introduction to the use of Cloud ERP website(Umesh Chavan) + Theatre workshop(Ar Shruti Joshi)

Introduction to the use of Cloud ERP website(Umesh Chavan)
The second day started with an informative lecture by Mr Umesh Chavan on the use of the
Cloud ERP system to track assignments, their teaching plans and check attendance reports or data
uploaded by teachers on the system. The importance of the Biometric attendance was explained to
the students, along with the various types of attendance that would be taken during the day. The
Daily attendance in the morning and the subject wise attendance taken by the subject Teachers
during their classes. The system was introduced to the students by giving a live demonstration in the
auditorium through the use of projection system.

Live demonstration of Cloud ERP system by Mr Umesh Chavan.

Theatre workshop(Ar Shruti Joshi)

The Day progressed with the commencement of the Drama workshop conducted by a very
Senior faculty, Ar Shruti Joshi. She has been a pillar of strength and support during the formative
years of the development of BNCA and is one of the most passionate teachers present in college.
The workshop focused on stretching ones limits of expression. The workshop started with the use of
voice /sound as a form of expression. Then the students were made to express their emotions in
connection with different sounds of nature played over the sound system. This opened up their
minds to an understanding of emotions and music/sound. Their expressions were in a physical
context where the students used actions and movements to express feelings. The workshop moved
further onto a broader exercise of human sculptures where the students were divided into groups of
10. Each group member was to create human figurines which would allow the next member to
perceive the prior expression and react to it by adding on. It turned out to be a fantastic group
exercise because it generated discussions amongst students who barely knew eachother. It also
worked as a ice breaking session.
In the final stage of the workshop, the students were shown black and white audio visual
clippings where they were made to observe the role of semantics in movies. How a object gives
information to create a story from a certain period, a certain age, of a certain bag round. Movies are
the best examples to portray this to the students. The students not only observed but also went
through a effective Q&A session as a conclusive exercise for the whole workshop.
The outcome for the second orientation day were postcards, made by students
under the title of "Where my roots run...". Students from all over the country take admission for this
course, it is important to address the fact that the place they belong to has been addressed. The
students used their creativity in designing these postcards depicting places that they belong to. It
worked as a very good end to the orientation program but also as a wonderful start to an exciting
new journey for the year 2018-19.

Different forms of expressions by first year students during theatre workshop.

